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SUMMARY
Several variable geometry high Mach inlet concepts aimed at meeting a
system noise objective of 15 EPNdB below FAR part 36 for a long range,
Mach 0.90 advanced commercial transport are assessed and compared to a
fixed geometry inlet with multiple splitters. The objective of the study
was to determine if inlet noise could be reduced with less of an economic
penalty with a variable geometry inlet that is practical, reliable, and
safe than is incurred with a fixed geometry inlet with multiple splitters.
The significant results and conclusions reached are summarized below:
• The best inlet configuration that meets the specified noise
objective of 15 EPNdB below FAR 36 relies on a combination of
wall treatment and high inlet throat Mach number [(<0.8) for inlet
noise suppression at take-off sideline and over the community
(3.5 nautical mile point)] and only on wall treatment to suppress
inlet noise at approach (hybrid inlet).
• The most attractive variable geometry concept evaluated in this
study is a variable cowl concept with fixed external cowl and a
variable internal surface.
• In conjunction with a variable exhaust nozzle area, this configu-
ration requires only a 10% smaller inlet throat area than the
cruise design value. Without a variable exhaust nozzle, a 20%
inlet throat area variation is required.
• The maximum noise reduction potential of variable geometry inlets
is limited by the maximum throat Mach number judged to be practical
and realistic. This value will have to be established experimentally
for a specified inlet geometry, considering the range of operating
conditions to be encountered.
• If a throat Mach number of 0.85 were found to be acceptable and
used at approach as well as at high power settings, a noise level
of approximately 18 EPNdB below FAR 36 could be achieved with
additional fan exhaust noise suppression of about 5 dB.
The effects of a variable exhaust nozzle (mixed exhaust engine) on
noise, inlet geometry requirements, and economics are also presented:
• A low area ratio C-D nozzle was selected because of its superior
flow capacity at low nozzle pressure ratios compared to a con-
vergent nozzle, which leads to significantly smaller physical
area change to achieve the same effective area change.
• Based on the host airplane requirements at the FAR noise measuring
stations and especially over the community (1300 feet/396 meters,
80% take-off thrust), a variable exhaust nozzle is required to
reduce a jet noise to meet FAR 36 -15. With a fixed exhaust nozzle,
approximately 13.5 EPNdB below FAR 36 can be obtained. The economic
penalties of a variable exhaust nozzle are significant: 0.9% in
TOGW, 1.1% higher DOC, and 0.8% lower ROI.
Economic penalties as a function of noise level are summarized for the
inlet configurations of most interest.
• The mission performance penalty for the hybrid inlet configuration
is ~30% less than the TOGW penalty for a fixed geometry inlet with
multiple splitters (acoustic baseline inlet) that meets the noise
objective. This corresponds to about 2% lower TOGW, 1.8% lower
DOC, and 1.2% higher ROI relative to the fixed geometry acoustic
baseline inlet. These gains must be balanced against the increased
complexity and risk that are introduced with any variable geometry
element, no matter how well implemented, and compared with the
liabilities of an inlet with multiple splitters.
• It must be emphasized that the economic penalty associated with a
noise level of FAR 36 -15 EPNdB compared to FAR 36 -10 EPNdB is
still quite high: 3.2% higher DOC for the hybrid inlet compared
to a 5% increase in DOC for the fixed geometry acoustic baseline
inlet.
• A fixed exhaust nozzle does not significantly affect the mission
performance advantage that the selected hybrid inlet configuration
(which does not require high throat Mach number at approach power)
has over a fixed geometry inlet with multiple splitters. However,
a variable geometry hybrid inlet (which depends on high Mach number
at approach as well as at high power settings for additional inlet
noise suppression) requires a variable area exhaust nozzle to achieve
the appropriate inlet Mach number/cycle flexibility relationships.
INTRODUCTION
NASA is currently studying the application of advanced technologies to
long range, high subsonic, commercial transport aircraft. Propulsion system
optimization studies conducted by the General Electric Company in 1971-72
under the direction of the NASA-Lewis Research Center are presented in
Reference 1. These studies identified, within specified noise constraints,
the most desirable propulsion system characteristics over the speed range
of Mach 0.90 to 0.98 with emphasis placed on the higher end of this range.
Two advanced, mixed exhaust turbofan engines utilizing a high pressure ratio
single stage fan were defined based on the findings of the parametric engine
study phase. Engine No. 1 was based on technology judged compatible for
commercial operation in the late 1970 time period; engine No. 2 used a more
advanced technology level associated with the mid-1980 time period.
Based on the results of these studies, additional cycle studies (other
than conventional fixed-geometry turbofan cycles) were indicated. This
report presents the results of these additional studies, using the results
of the prior propulsion system studies to the maximum possible extent. The
studies were conducted within the guidelines provided by NASA, as follows:
• Emphasis was placed on the lower end of the flight speed range
studied earlier, namely Mach 0.90 rather than Mach 0-.95 to 0.98.
• The studies utilize the Boeing 767-640, Mach 0.90 trijet ATT
study airplane as the host vehicle to define engine size, engine
power levels, and flight conditions for noise evaluation.
• Engine cycles and characteristics for a 1985 commercial engine
certification (as defined in the earlier studies, reference 1)
were used.
• Variable geometry features which are productive in reducing noise
were emphasized.
Studies of variable geometry inlets and variable exhaust nozzles, aimed
at reducing noise at less cost than with a fixed geometry inlet with multiple
splitters, are presented herein. The characteristics of the ATT Mach 0.90
host airplane were used to estimate noise levels and assess the relative
economics of the various configurations studied.
STUDY APPROACH
SCOPE
This Contractor concentrated on those variable features that appeared
to have promise of significant reductions in noise with less penalty than
achievable by other methods, although the original scope of the study re-
quested by NASA was intended to consider additional engine cycles on a
broad front involving other than conventional fixed geometry turbofan cycles
and different engine configurations including aft fans, geared fans, and
three-spool engines. Approaches which aim at improving off-design sfc have
previously been studied by General Electric for long range subsonic (Mach
0.8 to 0.9+) commercial transport applications without any significant ad-
vantages being identified. The reason is simply that most of the fuel is
used at near-design point conditions of the turbomachinery (cruise, climb,
and takeoff). Even at off-design conditions (such as hold), no clear cut
improvement by variable geometry (such as variable turbine nozzles) has been
identified. Regarding alternate turbomachinery arrangements, General Electric
studies of three-spool, aft fan, and geared turbofans have shown that these
have no payoff and, in some cases, have major disadvantages for this high
subsonic Mach application. In the context of the engine cycle identified in
Reference 1 for the ATT aircraft, which involves a high fan pressure ratio
(1.8+) with a single stage fan, variable fan rotor blades are not mechanically
practical.
The two dominant noise sources for the ATT engine cycle are the fan
noise and the jet exhaust noise. The variable geometry system studies
address these noise sources by focusing on variable geometry inlet and
exhaust systems.
Since thrust is very closely tied to the fan operating conditions, fan
excursions at constant thrust are the only variations that will have an
impact on fan noise; the simplest manner in which these excursions can be
obtained is by varying the single exhaust nozzle area in the mixed exhaust
engine configuration recommended in Reference 1. Similar excursions can be
obtained in more complex ways by introducing variable geometry turbines
which could alter the core operating conditions at the same time. However,
the impact of core operating conditions on noise is not presently well
understood. Furthermore, once suppressed to the degree required to meet
the noise objective, core-generated noise variations are believed .to be
small enough that they would be masked by the other major noise sources.
OBJECTIVE .
The objective of the variable geometry inlet study was to determine if
inlet noise could be reduced by means of a variable geometry inlet (that
must also be practical, reliable, and safe) with less of an economic penalty
than is incurred with a fixed geometry inlet with multiple splitters. The
primary focus was on a noise level of FAR 36 -15, but the possibility of
lower noise also was examined.
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
The Boeing 767-640 Mach 0.90 ATT study aircraft shown in Figure 1 was
used as the host vehicle to define engine size, engine power levels, and
flight conditions for noise evaluation (as shown in Table I) and to assess
the relative economics of the configurations studied.
Note in Table I that the engine study size is larger than required by
the airplane. For convenience, this study was done in the same size as the
earlier studies reported in Reference 1, assuming the engine could be scaled
as necessary. However, noise estimates are presented for the engine size
required by the airplane, and the mission sensitivity factors have been
adjusted appropriately to account for the change in size.
It should also be noted that the most severe condition from a noise
standpoint, as will be shown in the noise discussion, is take-off community
noise, even with the power cutback which has been assumed for all noise
estimates. The primary reason for this situation is the relatively low
altitude achieved by this aircraft at the 3.5 nautical mile noise measuring
point. Consequently, the take-off community noise point sets the suppression
requirements in this study instead of the approach point which was controlling
in earlier studies.
ENGINE CYCLE AND CONFIGURATION
The engine cycle was redefined to accommodate the lower flight speed
(Mach = 0.90), as directed by NASA, instead of the higher speed (Mach 0.98)
that was emphasized in preceeding studies. The revised engine cycle, denoted
ATT No. 3 in Table II, retains the technology level defined for the ATT No. 2
(1985 certification date). The significant change between the two cycles is
the lower specific thrust (higher bypass ratio) selected for ATT No. 3 for
optimum performance at the lower cruise Mach number. The lower specific
thrust calls for a lower fan pressure ratio which allows the fan aerodynamic
design to be consistent with the fan being designed, and to be procured and
tested, under another NASA program. A smaller core size then evolves to
achieve the proper energy extraction for the mixed exhaust cycle. The fan
turbine loading, which increases because of the lower wheel speed and smaller
core flow, has been upgraded based on recent results from a four-stage, highly
loaded fan turbine program also sponsored by NASA. A schematic cross section
of the ATT No. 3 engine showing the general turbomachinery arrangement is
presented in Figure 2.
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Table II. Advanced Technology Engines, 1985 Certification.
Parameter
Cruise Match Point (Aero Design Point)
Mach Number
Cycle (Cruise Match Point)
Overall Pressure Ratio
T4 Cruise - Std + 18° F
0
 c
Takeoff - Std + 31° F
o
 c
Bypass Pressure Ratio (BPR)
Specific Thrust - Fn/W2, Ibs/pps
N/kg/sec
Fan
(W/F/6)2 - Study Size, Ibs/sec
kg/sec
P/P (Bypass Flow)
W/T/5 X Annulus Area, Ibs/sec- ft2
n
kg/sec-m
Inlet Radius Ratio
U2/92, ft/sec
m/sec
D.J., inches
meters
Boosters
No. Stages
P/P, Including Fan Hub
Core, Study Size
(W/5/6)2c, Ibs/sec
kg/sec
Fan Turbine
No. Stages
Pitch Work Coefficient, l(lp = gJAh/2EUp
ATT No. 2
0.98
37.2
2820
1549
3000
1649
5.6
19.8
1941
1414
641
1.85
44
214.8
0.34
1750
533.4
81.6
2.07
2
2.71
95.3
43.2
4
1.2
ATT No . 3
0.90
37.2
2820
1549
3000
1649
6.2
18.9
1853
1414
641
1-8
44
214.8
0.38
1650
502 .9
83.0
2.11
2
2 . 71
86.9
39.4
4
1.7
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INLET SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
INLET FLOW VARIATION
Figure 3 shows the variation in inlet throat Mach number (one-dimensional
basis) as a function of fan inlet corrected airflow for a fixed geometry inlet
designed for a throat Mach number of 0.7 at cruise. Take-off, power cutback
(80% take-off thrust), and approach (26% take-off thrust) flows are spotted
on this curve to show the broad range of flows over which a high Mach inlet
must be designed to operate. Opening the common exhaust nozzle area is very '
effective in increasing the flow at constant thrust, as indicated in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the migration of the operating points on the fan map. At
take-off power, the amount of exhaust area variation that is acceptable is
limited by the loss of take-off thrust which occurs at rated turbine inlet
temperature. It is strongly dependent on the rate at which fan efficiency
diminishes as pressure ratio is decreased below the normal steady-state
operating line. With the fan matched at its aerodynamic design point at
cruise, a conventional turbine temperature differential between cruise and
take-off ratings, and considering normal off-design fan efficiency charac-
teristics, it can generally be expected that a 5% to 10% increase in Ag can
be used with little or no thrust loss. At power cutback conditions (80% take-
off thrust), the maximum Ag increase that can be contemplated is usually set
by the fan exhaust Mach number before a maximum climb temperature limit is
reached. A 25% increase in Ag was established on this basis. At approach
power, the fan exhaust Mach number eventually becomes the controlling factor,
but an exhaust area increase of 40% relative to cruise Ag was used as a limit
for practical exhaust configurations.
INLET THROAT DESIGN MACH NUMBER
The effectiveness of noise suppression increases dramatically, as has been
amply demonstrated experimentally, as the inlet nears choking. It therefore is
desirable to set the throat Mach number as high as possible from a noise sup-
pression standpoint. Practical design considerations (tolerances, steady-state
flow fluctuations, inlet diffuser performance, Mach number measurements under
crosswind and angle of attack, control stability, and the risk of inlet choking
at critical operating conditions) will dictate the throat Mach number that can
be used. This level is not now known and will have to be established experi-
mentally for each inlet design. For the purpose of this study, a throat Mach
number of 0.8 was selected. As shown in Figure 5, an average or one-
dimensional Mach number of 0.8 results in a design which is only 3.7% from
full choke, whereas a 0.9 Mach number design is only 1% away from choking the
inlet on an idealized basis.
It should be noted that the inlet geometry layouts which follow are not
grossly affected by the choice of a different design Mach number since the
change in throat area that the variable geometry inlets would have to nego-
tiate would be small. For instance, between Mach 0.80 and 0.85 the change
in throat area variation would be +1.7%.
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INLET GEOMETRY REQUIREMENTS
The inlet throat area variation needed to maintain an inlet throat Mach
number of 0.8, as a function of exhaust nozzle area, is presented in Figure
6 as a fraction of the throat area at cruise for the three FAR noise condi-
tions (i.e., take-off sideline, take-off over the community with power cut-
back, and approach). For the exhaust area schedule selected, the inlet
geometry requirements are significantly reduced, compared to the require-
ments that prevail with a fixed exhaust nozzle as shown in Table III.
Note that the inlet diffuser requirements, which determine the inlet
length to avoid separation for the variable cowl and centerbody inlets con-
sidered, are less severe with a high fan inlet specific flow of 44 Ib/sec-ft
(1.85 kg/sec-m^) at the cruise design point than would otherwise be the case.
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VARIABLE GEOMETRY INLET SCREENING STUDIES
GENERAL APPROACH
A literature survey was conducted from which several variable geometry
inlet concepts were identified. The various concepts can be categorized into
variable cowl, variable centerbody, and variable blockage systems (or
combinations of these). The initial selection of concepts to be screened
was governed by the desire to evaluate at least one approach in each of the
above categories in the specific context of this application in order to gain
a meaningful perspective of the characteristics, advantages, and shortcomings
of these fundamental approaches. Those considered in the initial screening
are listed in Table IV.
The concepts were selected to meet the specific requirements discussed
above using consistent aerodynamic ground rules established for the nacelle
and inlet diffuser, as well as noise-imposed constraints. This aerodynamic
screening study was then followed by preliminary mechanical design studies of
seven concepts to assess their feasibility. These were carried out suffi-
ciently far to obtain reasonable weight estimates and to at least identify
possible solutions to the problems uncovered in each case. In addition to
the variable geometry concepts investigated, approaches to retract splitters
were also studied and one approach was selected for evaluation.
The relative economics (ADOC and AROI) of these eight configurations were
then compared to the fixed geometry acoustic baseline inlet with multiple
splitters at the noise objective level of FAR 36 -15 EPNdB. The best variable
geometry concept identified was then further optimized, leading to a recom-
mended configuration that best meets the low noise objective of 15 EPNdB below
FAR 36 on a traded basis.
BASELINE INLETS
A fixed geometry inlet as shown in Figure 7, was evolved without any
restrictions for acoustic, reasons. A fixed inlet with two splitters was
laid out to achieve the FAR 36 -15 noise level as shown in Figure 8. The
former was used to illustrate the penalties of achieving the FAR 36 -15 noise
level; the latter was used as the base in comparing the variable geometry
schemes at the FAR 36 -15 noise level.
VARIABLE CENTERBODY INLETS
A variety of variable centerbody inlets was laid out for the screening
study. Figure 9 shows three translating internal plug types with various
area ratios. Figure 10 shows a refined version of this approach. Figure 11
shows an external translating plug inlet and Figure 12 presents a collapsing
plug inlet. Figure 13 shows a translating and collapsing plug inlet. This
variety was narrowed down to two cases for the mechanical feasibility
studies; i.e., the translating internal plug (Figure 10) and the collapsing
plug (Figure 12).
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VARIABLE COWL INLETS
Several variable cowl inlets were evolved for the screening study.
Figure 14 illustrates the variable cowl geometry desired for the different
conditions of interest. Figure 15 shows the hinged lip concept for two
conditions, and Figure 16 shows a double-lip inlet concept. The latter two
were selected for further evaluation.
VARIABLE BLOCKAGE SCHEMES
A variety of approaches which change the blockage in the inlet or just
ahead of the fan was considered. Conventional variable stagger inlet guide
vanes were considered, as illustrated in Figure 17. This approach was dis-
carded because of several adverse effects upon fan operation for the large
angle changes implied by high throat Mach number levels. Specifically,
closure in the direction of fan rotor rotation will not produce choke with-
out significant fan overspeed, and significant closure in the opposite
direction of rotation reduces the fan stall line substantially.
Figure 18 shows a double row articulated vane concept, and Figure 19
presents the retractable vane approach. Figures 20 and 21 illustrate
translating radial vane approaches. Figure 22 shows a translating vane plus
centerbody approach. Figure 23 shows the expandable vane approach. There
are various means of accomplishing the geometry change as illustrated in
Figures 24 and 25.
Table V summarizes total pressure losses estimated for the variable
blockage schemes. Three concepts - retractable vanes, expandable vanes,
and tandem articulated vanes - were selected for further evaluation.
CONFIGURATIONS SELECTED
A cursory assessment of the relative attractiveness of the various
approaches was made considering performance, weight, and mechanical com-
plexity. The geometric aspects of the various inlets are summarized in
Figure 26. The length and diameter have a major impact on weight while
diameter affects the external drag. The configurations selected for further
evaluation are summarized on Table VI. Although it is not a high throat
Mach number concept, it was decided to include a retractable splitter
approach as shown in Figure 27.
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Table VI. Configurations Selected for Preliminary
Mechanical Design Studies.
I. Variable Cowl Inlets
• Hinged Lip
• Double Lip
II. Variable Centerbody Inlets
• Translating Internal Plug
• Expandable Plug
III. Variable Blockage
• Retractable Vanes
• Expandable Vanes - with Partial Dump at Approach
• Double Row Articulated Vanes
IV. Retractable Splitters
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MECHANICAL FEASIBILITY STUDIES
GENERAL APPROACH
Variable geometry inlets can be classified into three general categories:
1) variable blockage inlets, 2) variable centerbody inlets, and 3) variable
cowl inlets. Although of a different family, a. retractable splitter concept
was also studied. The variable blockage inlets accomplish the required area
reduction through the introduction of retractable stator vanes or the rotating
or expanding of vane cascades which are constantly in the air stream. The
presence of a centerbody is optional, depending on the configuration. The
second variable geometry concept utilizes changes in centerbody diameter
relative to a stationary cowl diameter. A system of stationary struts com-
prising a frame is required to support the centerbody. The variable cowl
inlets require no centerbody and achieve changes in effective throat diameter
by means of translating or flipping the cowl.
Following an initial screening process, seven specific configurations
were selected as candidates for a preliminary mechanical design investigation.
The mechanical design studies were pursued to the point of being able to
determine feasibility, identify problems, and make weight estimates. None of
the configurations represents a complete mechanical design. Cowling design
details, not directly connected to the variable portions of the assembly,
have been omitted. The weight of these omitted portions has been established
from the nacelle weights of a similar size existing engine, the CFG.
The axial positions of stationary struts and stator vanes, relative to
the fan inlet, have been established by acoustic requirements. A two-strut
chord spacing between the strut trailing edge and the fan rotor face is the
governing criterion.
The mechanical design studies have evolved several factors of interest.
The size of the cowl and centerbody are by far the largest contributors to the
total assembly weight. The mechanism and actuators constitute only 10% to
20% of the total inlet weight. It can be concluded, therefore, that, even if
the design effort were extended to achieve an optimum actuation system, the
impact upon the assembly weight would not be controlling.
All of the configurations are scalable. The evaluation of the inlets on
a relative basis would remain unchanged if the engine size were changed. The
same conclusion would not be valid for differences in required area variation.
Some of the concepts, such as the translating internal plug and the expandable
centerbody, would become more attractive for smaller area variations on a
relative basis.
VARIABLE BLOCKAGE INLETS
The first major category of choked inlets, the variable blockage inlets,
includes three configurations: 1) double row articulating vanes, 2) expandable
vanes, and 3) retractable vanes.
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The double row articulating vane concept (Figure 28) utilizes two
tandem vane cascades. The forward airfoil, consisting of a stationary
leading edge and a variable flap-trailing edge, provides the required
area variation. The aft airfoil, which consists of a variable flap leading
edge and a stationary trailing edge, turns the flow back to axial prior to
its entrance to the fan. The stationary components of the airfoils lead
the flow into and out of the flaps and support the centerbody which is in-
cluded to enhance vane stability.
The double vane row represents a simple mechanical design which can be
configured to offer easy maintenance and excellent life potential. It
does, however, require a long, large diameter cowl. The large nacelle
results in a heavy assembly despite the assumed inclusion of hollow titanium
airfoils. The only factor that would reinstate this configuration as a
strong candidate would be a sufficient reduction of the required area varia-
tion to allow the utilization of a single-flap-strut pair.
The second variable blockage concept, the expandable vanes, makes use
of variable thickness struts to achieve the reduced flow area. Design
criteria include minimum blockage at cruise^ a radial blockage variation
of less than 15% at any flight condition, and axial positioning of the
vanes two chord lengths ahead of the rotor. The requirement for complete
diffusion through the vane cascade has been relaxed for this configuration
in order to minimize chord length and overall inlet length. Vane chords
have been established to produce ideal diffusion through the cascade and
to limit dump losses off the trailing edge to 1/2% in the take-off position.
Additional dump loss is allowed during approach.
The diameter of the centerbody was chosen based on the following con-
siderations. The diameter must be less than or equal to 25 inches (0.64 m)
in order to lead the flow properly into the fan. A significantly smaller
diameter produces only a slight reduction of the cowl diameter while it
forces a larger variation in vane thickness between ID and OD. A smaller
centerbody allows less room for mounting actuators internal to the centerbody
if required. Since the disadvantages of a small centerbody diameter outweigh
the advantages, the largest possible diameter, 25 inches (0.64 m), was
chosen.
The number of vanes selected is influenced by several factors. Practical
mechanical design dictates a minimum acceptable thickness for the vane at
cruise. Large numbers of vanes, therefore, result in high solidity, large
blockage at cruise, and relatively high cascade weight. Large numbers of
vanes do have the advantage of reducing the amount of vane thickness expansion
required for the take-off and approach modes and, therefore, reducing the
linkage problems internal to the vanes. The external linkage naturally be-
comes more complex because of the additional vanes. Small numbers of vanes
are mechanically attractive for those configurations that do not require
internal linkage.
Since each unit of chord length results in three units of inlet length,
because of the two-chord spacing acoustic requirement, it is important to
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minimize the vane chord. The total chord length is the result of two require-
ments. First, the length from the airfoil maximum thickness point to the
trailing edge is established as the necessary distance to yield complete dif-
fusion and then is shortened until the dump losses approach 1/2%. The dis-
tance from the leading edge to the maximum thickness is chosen as the required
length to give a reasonably shaped lead into the maximum thickness point at
the take-off and approach conditions.
The selected expandable vane concept (Figure 29) utilizes 12 variable
thickness vanes. Four stationary struts support a centerbody which is in-
cluded to promote vane stability. The chord of the struts has been made
slightly longer than the chord of the vanes to provide additional stiffness
for support of the centerbody. The configuration utilizes two ring assem-
blies. The stationary ring assembly consists of 360° outer and inner shells
connected by 12 intermittent panels which form the aft diffusion portion of
the second wall of the variable thickness vanes. The rotating ring is
positioned within the fixed structure by one preloaded roller bearing and
three preloaded ball bearings. The ring is driven by actuators located in
the outer cowling. The vane panels of the two ring assemblies are connected
together by four hinged panels which form the leading edge of the variable
thickness vane. Flow area variation is accomplished by rotation of the movable
ring assembly which in effect changes the thickness of the vane. An additional
set of hinged panels could be added to the aft end of the rotating panels to
minimize or eliminate the dump at take-off and approach conditions if the wakes
resulting from the airfoil dump proved detrimental to operation of the fan.
The additional panels, however, would increase the overall length requirement
of the inlet.
The fairly complicated nature of this design concept and the large
numbers of associated variables suggest that a more detailed analysis of the
system and its components is required before any final assessment can be
made. The pseudo vane is essentially comprised of long narrow sandwich panels
which must be checked for normal operational strength and stability and for
vulnerability to foreign object damage. The large number of parts could pre-
sent assembly and maintenance problems. The assumed radial blockage variation
results in a smaller blockage at the outer diameter where the largest amount
of fan noise is generated. Wakes resulting from the trailing edge dumps could
present aeromechanical problems to the fan. It is not clear what mode position
the system will assume in the event of an actuation system failure. All of
these factors make the expandable vane concept somewhat of an Unknown quantity.
The retractable vane concept (Figure 30) provides the required flow area
variations by inserting vanes into the flow at takeoff and approach and
rotating them up out of the flowpath at cruise. During takeoff, one half
of the vanes are inserted. The vanes do not rotate to a fully radial posi-
tion in order to maintain the capability for a larger-than-nominal blockage.
At approach both cascades are rotated into the flow stream. As with the
expandable vanes, chords of the take-off vanes have been established to produce
ideal diffusion through the cascade with a 1/2% dump loss off the trailing
edge permitted. The chord of the second set of vanes, those in the flow at
approach but not at takeoff, is equal to the chord of the take-off vanes.
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The shape of the vanes was defined to maintain stable diffusion to the trailing
edge where a dump loss higher than 1/2% was permitted. The radial blockage
variation was restricted to 10%, and a five inch (0.13 m) clearance was main-
tained between the fan rotor and the retracted vanes. An increased blockage
at the OD increases the vane stability and results in a less abrupt blockage
change at the ID. The estimated first flexural frequency of the vanes was
maintained at 10% above I/rev at maximum physical speed. The reduced velocity
parameter, a measure of torsional stability, was limited to 1.0, thus assuring
stability.
The number of vanes was chosen to satisfy both mechanical stability and
aerodynamic diffusion requirements. A parametric study was performed to
arrive at the optimum number of vanes. For each selected number of vanes,
the thickness was defined by blockage requirements and the chord by diffusion
considerations. The number of vanes was then chosen as.the minimum number
which is mechanically stable. Flexural stability was the limiting factor with
torsional stability presenting no problem.
The initial retractable vane configuration included a centerbody supported
by stationary struts to produce a more uniform radial blockage and to provide
support for the vanes in the extended position. Since, however, the vanes must
have the capability of remaining stable while rotating, the stability provided
by the centerbody means much less than originally appears. The centerbody,
therefore, was eliminated from this configuration in order to avoid the addi-
tional cruise blockage and its resulting nacelle diameter increase, to elimi-
nate the struts and their losses at cruise, and to reduce anti-icing air
requirements.
The vane chord requirement of this configuration results in an airfoil
too large to stow in the preferred cowl thickness. One alternative is to
completely stow the vanes and to increase the outer diameter of the cowl as
much as necessary. This results in a significant drag increase. A second
option is to maintain the basic cowl outer diameter at its preferred size and
bubble the nacelle locally over each of the vanes. This concept results in a
smaller drag increase, but produces a complicated, unattractive actuation
system. The selected design requires neither increases of the cowl OD nor
blisters on the outer cowl surface. The vanes retract only to their maximum
thickness and the leading half remains extended into the fan flow at cruise.
The seal blocking the cowl void produced by the vacated vane is envisioned
as a flexible, tapered, rubber-like component capable of sealing the vane
slots with the vanes in either of their extreme positions. If this configu-
ration should prove unsatisfactory, a slip type, spring loaded, sheet metal
seal activated by the vane actuation system could be considered as an
alternate design.
Two actuation systems including actuators, rings, and links are required
to actuate independently the two sets of airfoils. The anti-icing system
would include a separate flexible line linking the air manifold to each
individual vane. Air would enter the vane through the supporting pin or
through a fitting inserted in the vane base.
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The retractable vane configuration is a short cowl, lightweight design
concept. It is easily maintained and readily permits rotor inspection and
maintenance. Sealing could be a problem. Its greatest objection, however,
is the presence of cantilevered airfoils, vulnerable to foreign object
damage, located in the engine inlet.
VARIABLE CENTERBODY INLETS
The variable centerbody inlets consist of the translating plus and the
expandable plug. Stationary struts, spaced two chord lengths ahead of the
fan rotor, support the central plug and actuation system in each concept.
The translating plug configuration (Figure 31) utilizes a plug that
is aft of the throat in the cruise condition and actuates forward into the
throat at take-off and approach conditions. The minimum cowl thickness and
the minimum plug diameter immediately ahead of the rotor were defined by
mechanical considerations while the remainder of the dimensions was estab-
lished by aerodynamic requirements. The large blockage of the centerbody in
the cruise position forces out the cowl OD to a point where the maximum
nacelle diameter is, approximately six inches (0.15 m) larger than the accept-
able value for the majority of the other studied concepts.
The original design investigation centered around an assembly using a
central, stationary, cylindrical plug with a translating nose piece at its
forward end. The design had minimum mechanical complexity even though
sealing around the struts was an unsolved problem. The major stumbling
block was the long inlet length required for ideal, complete diffusion.
The chosen configuration shortens the diffusion length, but increases
mechanical complexity. This concept utilizes several telescoping shells
which are positioned by a single, long-stroke actuator.
The proposed design requires additional stability analysis. The distance
between support rollers in the extended position may be too small relative to
the plug diameter. Vulnerability to excessive system vibration of the entire
strut-centerbody assembly is another potential problem. An increase in the
chord length of the struts or the number of struts may be required to increase
stability. The actuation stroke is long, and the very small unlubricated
rollers may have a life problem under the velocities imposed by the long
travel distance and the short actuation time.
The expandable centerbody concept (Figure 32) accomplishes the required
area reduction by increasing the centerbody diameter at the inlet throat
through a series of umbrella-like linkages. A series of hinged panels and
lap-type seals form the centerbody flowpath. The flowpath of this concept
deviates farther from the ideal than in any of the other studied configura-
tions. The number of links, however, can be increased in order to produce
a more ideal flowpath with a corresponding weight and complexity penalty.
Since the circumference of the centerbody in the approach mode is approxi-
mately double the circumference in the cruise mode, the limit of lap-type
seals has been reached.
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Although there are a few attractive features of this design, such as
ease of rotor inspection, there are major problems associated with it. The
inlet is heavy, and the nacelle maximum diameter is four inches (0.10 m)
larger than most of the other concepts studied. The mechanical complexity
of the depicted assembly, without any increase in the number of links, in-
dicate maintenance problems and short life potential.
VARIABLE COWL INLETS
The various variable cowl concepts evolved into two candidate mechanical
designs, the hinged lip and the double lip.
The hinged lip (Figure 33) consists of a stationary outer component and
a variable inner fairing which changes diameter to effect the required area
reduction. The location of the throat in the cowl of the hinged lip does
not change during actuation; i.e., the throat diameter at cruise simply de-
creases to the required take-off and approach values. The inlet length and
diameters are established by purely aerodynamic considerations.
Three variations of the variable cowl concept were investigated before
a design was chosen. Both a flipping cowl and a translating cowl were evalu-
ated along with the chosen hinged-lip configuration. In the flipping cowl
concept, the entire cowl thickness is divided into a series of panels which
rotates about a hinge point at the aft end of the panel. Since the entire
cowl is movable, the gust loading is transferred directly to the actuators.
The size of the loads is multiplied by the fact that the large area variations
force the actuation ring to be far aft in the inlet, resulting in a poor
mechanical advantage linkage system. The net result of these two factors is
abnormally large requirements for the actuators. Sealing between panels is
another design problem of this configuration.
In the translating cowl concept, the entire cowl moves forward and
inward. The required diameter change is the same as for the flipping cowl,
causing the same problems and difficulties inherent in the flipping cowl
concept. The additional advantage of a shorter inlet at cruise is more than
offset by the stowage problem produced by the fact that the nacelle must
store in the area above the rotor which will be filled with containment
structure and anti-icing lines.
When the major problems of the two specified designs (flipping cowl
and translating cowl) are studied, the evolution to the chosen configuration
(hinged lip) is quite natural. In order to avoid transferring external gust
loads to the actuation system, the outer portion of the nacelle will remain
stationary and absorb the gust loads through its structure, while only the
inner portion remains movable to accomplish the required area reductions.
Sealing between the panels is greatly simplified by inserting stationary,
wedge-shaped bodies between the panels to fill the gap between them. In this
manner, only the constant-width space between a panel and a wedge has to be
sealed instead of the widely varying space between adjacent panel segments.
The resulting design is very attractive from many standpoints; i.e., it is
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mechanically simple, lightweight, safe from FOD, and permits easy rotor inspec-
tion. One critical area in the design requiring further attention is the joint
between the forward panels which lead the air into the throat, and the aft
panels which diffuse the air. This joint has to be designed to minimize the
necessary slots in the flowpath and the resulting step in the flowpath between
forward and aft panels, to enable anti-icing air to pass, and to have good
wear characteristics.
The area to be anti-iced and, therefore, the heating airflow required is
small when compared to that of the other concepts. However, the hinges, as
discussed above, and the forward panel section that is sometimes on the flow-
path and other times inside the cowl, make it somewhat difficult to route the
anti-icing air to the proper locations. An electrical system might be worth
consideration as an alternate to the conventional type system.
The cavity inside the cowl will be vented to the throat since it has the
lowest pressure available in the inlet. In the event of an actuation system
failure, the panels will then tend to retract to the maximum flow area posi-
tion. A spring will be needed to assist, however. The venting feature will
reduce the size requirement of both the spring and the actuator and linkage
system. '
The double-lip configuration (Figure 34) includes a forward cowl, or lip,
which separates the flow into two annuli for a short axial distance. The area
reduction is accomplished by the aft cowl moving in some manner to reduce the
outer annulus flow. The throat of the double lip configuration does not stay
in the same position, as it did in the hinged lip; the throat is in the aft
cowl in the cruise position, and in the forward cowl in the approach position.
The aft cowl does not have to undergo as large a diameter change as that re-
quired in the hinged lip configuration. The cowl diameters and lengths of
this configuration were again established by aerodynamic requirements and not
by mechanical considerations.
The double lip followed much the same evolution as the hinged lip. A
flipping outer cowl with its seal problems and gust load problems was investi-
gated. The only advantage over its hinged lip counterpart was a somewhat
better mechanical advantage in the linkage because of the smaller required
diameter changes. A translating outer cowl still displays the same undesirable
characteristics of the hinged lip translating cowl configuration; i.e., gust
loads, stowage, and seal problems.
The factors influencing the mechanical design are essentially identical
to those associated with the hinged lip; therefore, the design assumes a
similar configuration. The inner portion of the cowl is movable with inter-
mediate stationary wedges to provide structure and to aid sealing. In com-
parison with the hinged-lip configuration, the double-lip concept is a more
complex assembly with no significant mechanical advantages.
The hinged-lip configuration emerges as the preferred variable throat
approach based on mechanical design feasibility. No major mechanical
obstacles have been identified. It is a lightweight design and has relatively
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low risk from the foreign object damage standpoint. It affords a clean, un-
obstructed inlet which results in low losses at cruise and excellent access
for fan inspection and maintenance.
RETRACTABLE SPLITTERS
The inlet losses associated with fixed multiple splitters are an incen-
tive to devising a retractable splitter mechanism. In addition, such a
device permits access and inspection of the fan rotor.
Several approaches to retractable systems were considered on the basis
of the following factors:
1) Flowpath should be reasonably smooth when splitters are deployed
or stored.
2) Splitters should be parallel to a streamline at all times; i.e.,
being deployed and reemployed.
3) Storage of thick acoustic splitters should be as compact as possible.
4) The design must be sturdy enough to take ice and bird strikes.
In order to minimize the space required for storage, a concentric splitter
was ruled out, and splitters having the radius of curvature of the cowling
were selected. This means that, when stored, the splitter thickness alone is
the limiting item; and, when deployed, the splitters form a slightly polygonal
shape. The design selected is shown in Figure 35. This design uses the same
acoustic design as a baseline splitter case with only those modifications
necessary for the retractable feature.
The splitters are split so that they form two types. The inner splitter
is divided into four segments and the outer splitter into four segments of
the same width. The wall suppression is also divided into segments of the
same width. All of these segments are supported by four bar linkages on each
side, which are kinematically the same at the forward and aft end. This per-
mits the struts to be small and the structure to be rugged at the same time.
It also keeps the panels parallel to a streamline. The remaining outer split-
ter segments and a wall segment of the same width form the second type of
segment. Four bar linkages fore and aft and on each side are again used, and
they function as for the previous type. This leaves a fixed portion of the
cowl between each retractable segment. The actuation linkage, structure,
anti-icing ducts, etc., are housed in the fixed-cowl portions. The constant-
width retractable sectors are easy to seal. It should be noted that this
approach involves more movable panels than splitters, because the wall has
to move out of the way. The suppression thickness of the wall and splitters
1 and 2, plus the clearance and structure of the cowling, sets the minimum
cowling thickness; the requirements of the linkage and actuation system do
not control. The mechanical linkages can be designed, however, so that they
are not the limiting items in space requirements.
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For the particular installation under study, the nacelle is quite thin,
since it is designed for Mach 0.9 application. There is very little storage
space in the reference design, and the nacelle maximum diameter for the
retractable splitter design therefore increases from 93" to 102" (2.36 m to
2.59 m). This is the major disadvantage of the retractable splitter concept.
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VARIABLE EXHAUST NOZZLE
NOZZLE SELECTION
Several approaches to the variable exhaust were considered before the
low area ratio C-D nozzle illustrated in Figure 36 was selected. The
translating plug design would be an excellent choice for a low area ratio
requirement but becomes geometrically impractical for the magnitudes of 20%
or more selected for this study. The translating cowl approach has a
similar area limitation. A variable flap conical nozzle is very similar
to the selected approach but requires more change in physical area to
achieve a given effective area variation. The terminal fairing nozzle
incorporates fixed terminal fairings to serve as the sealing surface and
to house the actuators. This approach was not pursued because of performance
considerations. The C-D approach was selected primarily because of its large
flow capacity for a given geometry at low nozzle pressures.
NOZZLE AREA VARIATION
The nozzle operates over the range of conditions as shown in Figure 37.
At.cruise, the nozzle is in the closed position, with the area ratio selected
to give good performance for the nozzle pressure ratio level or approximately
3.0. At takeoff, the nozzle is still relatively closed but the effective
area, as indicated by the nozzle thrust coefficient (CF8) on Figure 37, is
increased. At cutback, the physical area is opened somewhat more and the
effective area is further increased. At approach, the physical area is
increased 23% to achieve an effective area increase of 34%. Also shown in
Figure 37 is the physical variation required of a plug-type nozzle to achieve
the effective area variation required by the cycle.
NOZZLE MECHANICAL DESIGN
Several approaches to actuating the external nozzle segments were studied,
two of which are shown in Figure 38.
One approach is to actuate each segment externally by its own linkage
and actuator. To keep the actuator size down, the number of leaves and
actuators should be large. This also minimizes the geometry mismatch
between leaves. The actuator locations form local bumps as shown on the
lower right of Figure 38. Mechanically this system is "springy" and
relatively complicated.
Another approach is to use a yoke-type linkage that actuates the linkage
by effectively changing the circumference. This approach has been used
effectively in other nozzles. It results in a low actuator force, large
travel, and low hysteresis. It does require some integration device in the
control.
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The same segment geometry can be used and actuated by an umbrella-type
linkage which goes to a single actuator located in the tailcone as shown on
the lower left of Figure 38. This eliminates any bulge for linkage at the
O.D. It has lower actuator forces and does not require any unison ring or
control unification, this system is positive and direct and offers no com-
plicatibn due to hysteresis or springback. Segment construction is lighter
and simpler than the externally actuated cases. The linkage is located in
the main flowpath, but the links are small and the losses low. Weight and
cost for this approach are potentially lower than for other alternatives.
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NOISE ESTIMATES
APPROACH
To attain noise goals of FAR 36 -15 to FAR 36 -20, extensive fan inlet
suppression is required which, if obtained in the usual manner by the appli-
cation of acoustic treatment, results in multiple splitters. These splitters
have several features which are undesirable from both mechanical and aero-
dynamic view points, such as:
• Large weight increase
• Increased inlet internal loss
• Structural support and anti-icing requirements
• Reduced fan accessibility for inspection and maintenance
• Possible effect of wakes on aft noise
The purpose of this study was to define alternate inlet configurations,
which will attain the same level of suppression.
Each inlet studied had suppression potential from one or more of the
following:
1. Wall treatment
2. Centerbody treatment
3. Splitters
4. Increased inlet throat Mach number
To define an inlet without splitters with the same suppression level,
it is necessary to trade items 3 and 4. Both inlets, with splitters and
without, may utilize items 1 and 2.
When an increased inlet throat Mach number is used to obtain inlet sup-
pression at takeoff, the throat area must be adjustable to obtain an accept-
able Mach number at cruise and to maintain the increased throat Mach number
at the other noise rating points (community and approach), where the thrust
or engine power setting is reduced. The engine flow requirements at the
take-off, community, cruise points determine the amount of area variation
required. The biggest variation is required to meet the approach flow, since
the approach power setting is very low. The flow differences between take-off,
community (with power cutback), and cruise points are small and can be satis-
fied with inlets having small variable geometry capability. Thus, by not
using Mach number as a suppression device at approach, the complexity of the
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inlet may be minimized. For these inlets it is necessary to provide sufficient
wall treatment to satisfy the approach noise goals, resulting in levels that
are higher than those of inlets having variable geometry at approach. To
maintain the same traded level of noise, it is necessary to increase the sup-
pression at the take-off and community points by increasing the inlet Mach
number. Thus, a trade of approach noise suppression with increased inlet
Mach number at the take-off and community points is possible.
Three inlets were defined to demonstrate the potential design differences
discussed above:
1) Baseline inlet - 2 acoustic splitters
2) Hybrid variable geometry - variable geometry to provide high Mach
number suppression at take-off and community points. Wall treat-
ment suppression only used at approach.
3) Variable geometry - variable geometry to provide high Mach
number suppression at take-off, community, and approach
points.
All of the inlets were evaluated with the following assumptions:
1) Fixed fan exhaust suppression
2) Maximum inlet throat Mach number of 0.8. .
3) Inlet wall treatment length equal to one fan diameter
In addition to a comparison of the inlets, the noise at approach was
evaluated to determine the effect of approach power setting on the inlet
design, operational procedures, and thrust spoiling.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
FAR 36 requirements were used as a basis for the study with an objetive
of attaining FAR 36 - 15. The potential of reaching FAR 36 - 20 also was
determined. Table VII shows the noise levels required to meet FAR 36 with a
300,000 Ib (136078 kg) aircraft and specifies the three noise rating points.
Also given is an example of trading noise levels to meet the FAR 36 level.
Note that the maximum level at any of the three points cannot be more than
2 EPNL above the desired level. Thus, to attain FAR 36 - 15, the maximum
level at any one point is FAR 36 - 13. Also shown in Table VII are the
aircraft altitude, speed, thrust, and nozzle area at the three noise rating
points.
The nozzle areas were selected after the suppressed noise levels were
calculated at each point for the baseline two-splitter inlet. These results
are shown in Figure 39. At the take-off sideline point, increasing the
nozzle area has no effect for the unsuppressed configuration because the aft
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Table VII. Noise Levels Required to Meet FAR 36 with a 300,000 Ib (136078
kg) Aircraft and the Three Noise Rating Points.
FAR 36 Requirements 300000 Ibs (136078 kg) Aircraft
T/0 at 0.25 n mi (463 m) Sideline
T/O under Flight Path at
3.5 n mi (6482 m) from Brake Release
Approach under Flight Path
at 1.0 n mi (1852 m) from Touchdown
106 EPNL
103 EPNL
106 EPNL
Traded Levels
Maximum of +2 at any Point
Maximum of +3 Total
Total Above Balanced by Levels Below
Example
T/O Sideline
T/O Community
Approach
EPNL
Calculated
105
105
105
Objective
106
103
106
Traded
-1
+ 2
-1
Sum 0
Noise Rating Point Conditions
T/O Sideline, ft
m
T/O Community, ft
m
Approach, ft
m
Alt.
800
243 . 8
1300
396.2
370
112.8
S.L.
1500
457.2
0
0
0
0
M
0.24
0.24
0.22
Thrust
Takeoff
80%
26%
Area (Ag)
+ 10%
+ 15%
Nominal
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and forward radiated fan noise levels are dominant. With suppression, the
increased area results in decreased jet noise which is now contributing
significantly to the overall noise.
At the take-off community point, with power cutback, increasing area
also increases fan tip speed, since the engine speed rpm must increase to
maintain constant thrust. Associated with the increased tip speed is a de-
crease in fan pressure ratio due to the larger exit area. Thus unsuppressed,
the noise initially increases and then remains constant as the fan inlet noise
increases and the exhaust noise decreases; Suppressed noise has a minimum at
15% area as a result of the interaction of several noise sources: increasing
inlet noise, decreasing exhaust noise, and decreasing jet noise. From the
nominal to 15% area conditions, the jet noise is contributing; and, thus, the
overall noise decreases due to the decreased jet velocity. Above 15% area,
the jet noise is not significant and the inlet noise is becoming dominant;
thus, the overall noise increases.
At approach, the effect of area is much like the community power cutback
condition above 15%. The jet noise is not significant, thus increasing the
area and increasing rpm results in higher fan inlet noise. The reason for the
rather large effect is that the fan tip speed is in the range where multiple
pure tones are varying significantly.
From Figure 39, the three areas of 10% at takeoff, 15% at community power
cutback, and nominal at approach were selected. Note that at takeoff a larger
area would be advantageous acoustically. However, engine thermodynamic limits
are encountered above 10%.
SUPPRESSED INLET AND EXHAUST DESIGNS
Three basic suppression designs were defined, one exhaust and two inlets,
as shown in Figures 40, 41, and 42. Figure 40 shows the exhaust treatment
used for all FAR 36 -15 cases. Figure 41 represents the baseline two-splitter
inlet configuration. Figure 42 represents the suppression for both the hybrid
inlet without variable geometry at approach and the fully variable geometry
inlet.
Exhaust suppression, Figure 40, was designed to provide both high fre-
quency and low frequency suppression. Experience from tests of highly sup-
pressed exhaust configurations on the TF34 and Quiet Engine Program engines
has shown the need for a very broad suppression spectra which will reduce the
fan-generated broadband noise. In addition to the fan broadband noise, there
is low frequency broadband noise generated by the acoustic splitters; thus,
thick wall treatment is shown aft of the splitter to reduce this type of
noise. Estimates of the suppression due to the configurations are shown on
Figure 40 as 14 to 16 PNL. The variation in suppression is a result of the
changing source noise spectrum and the relative contribution of puretone and
broadband noise to the unsuppressed PNL levels.
Treatment design for the baseline inlet,.Figure 41, was based on results
of tests on the TF34 and Quiet Engine Program engines. A combination of thick
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and thin treatment is utilized, as in the exhaust duct, to provide broadband
suppression. The thinner treatment is designed to suppress the relatively
high frequency noise from the fan, while the thick treatment is designed to
suppress low frequency broadband noise. The thick treatment is also very
effective in reducing multiple puretone noise wiich is associated with high
fan tip speeds at takeoff. Two splitters were selected on the basis of the
fan annulus height, so that the proper ratio of passage height between
splitters to design frequency wave length (H/X) is maintained.
For the variable geometry inlets, Figure 42, the same inlet wall treat-
ment was used as that of the baseline inlet, but the splitters were removed.
For the hybrid inlet, this results in reduced suppression at approach. In
order to still meet FAR 36 -15 with the higher approach noise, the suppression
levels at takeoff and community are increased. The suppression at these two
points is accomplished by removing the splitters and increasing the inlet
throat Mach number. For the variable geometry inlets, the suppression is
held constant at all three points by replacing the splitter suppression with
increased throat Mach number suppression. Suppression for the hybrid inlet
is lower at approach than takeoff and community since there is no Mach number
benefit at that point.
CONSTITUENT NOISE LEVELS
A detailed summary of the individual noise constituents is given in
Table VIII. Both the baseline and hybrid inlets will meet FAR 36 -15 on a
traded basis, which is a reduction of 15.7 EPNL from the unsuppressed con-
figuration. „
At the take-off sideline, the suppressed configurations have reached
the point where fan noise suppression is becoming ineffective due to the
presence of the jet noise. This is particularly true in the aft quadrant
where the jet noise is higher than the fan exhaust noise. Core noise, which
includes both low frequency broadband noise from the combustor and turbine as
well as high frequency turbine machinery noise, would also be a dominant
source if it were not suppressed 10 PNL. Although the core noise and its
suppression were not considered in detail, its impact on the overall noise
must be noted and considerable design effort will be required to incorporate
a 10 PNL suppressor in the core exhaust system.
At takeoff community, with power cutback to 80% thrust, the jet noise
is not as significant in either the forward or aft quadrants; however, it is
still contributing 0.5 to 3 PNL to the overall noise. The baseline inlet,
which is not as suppressed as the hybrid inlet, has slightly less contribu-
tion due to jet noise in the forward quadrant. For this rating point, the
forward and aft noises are balanced, due primarily to the reduction in aft
noise with power cutback and lower jet noise. The take-off community point
has the limiting noise level relative to FAR 36 -15 for both inlet designs.
It has the maximum allowable traded level, FAR 36 -13, for the baseline
inlet.
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Noise levels at approach are dominated by the inlet- and exhaust-
radiated fan noise since the jet noise is quite low at the approach power
setting of 26% thrust. Although the fan noise is dominant, it is interesting
that the core noise is louder than the jet noise even with 10 PNL core sup-
pression. Fan exhaust noise is dominant for the baseline inlet since the
inlet treatment with two splitters is quite effective. The hybrid configura-
tion, however, is dominated by inlet-radiated noise since the Mach number
suppression is lost and only wall treatment is effective.
EFFECT OF INLET DESIGN ON OVERALL EPNL LEVEL
At each of the three noise rating points (takeoff, community, and
approach), inlet suppression will result in overall noise reduction until
a floor from other sources is reached. Beyond this point, the increase in
inlet suppression is ineffective with little or no payoff in overall noise
reduction. This effect is shown in Figure 43 at each of the rating points
using the baseline exhaust suppression. There are two sets of critical
noise levels on Figure 43: (1) the levels of 93 and 91 EPNL at takeoff
and approach, which are the maximum allowable levels to meet FAR 36 -15
traded and FAR 36 -15; and (2), the levels of 90 and 88 EPNL at community
which are the maximum allowable levels to meet FAR 36 -15 traded and
FAR 36 -15. Thus, the minimum suppression at any rating point is equal
to that required to meet the corresponding maximum allowable noise level.
On a traded basis, only one rating point may be at the maximum, and the
other two points must be a corresponding amount below the required level.
For the baseline inlet, shown by the square symbols on Figure 43,
the community point is the highest noise level; thus, suppression is pro-
vided to meet the maximum allowable level of 90 EPNL at this point. This
occurs at an inlet suppression level of 16 PNL. Thus, treatment then is
sufficient to keep the noise levels at takeoff and approach below the
FAR 36 -15 point of 91 EPNL. The net result is a traded level of FAR 36
-15.
When the design is modified to a hybrid configuration, there is a
change in the inlet suppression at each of the three rating points. This
is shown on Figure 43 by the triangular symbols. At approach the inlet
suppression is less but still sufficient to keep the noise level below the
maximum allowable level of 93 EPNL. To compensate for the increased noise,
the take-off and community levels are reduced by increasing the suppression.
At these high suppression levels, the other noise sources make it necessary
to put in 3 additional PNL inlet suppression while obtaining a decrease of
only 2 EPNL on an overall basis when compared to the baseline inlet.
From these two examples of inlet design change, it can be seen that
there is little flexibility in the suppression requirements at the level
of FAR 36 -15. The overall levels are fluctuating only +3 and -1 EPNL,
with inlet suppression requirements falling in the 16 to 20 PNL range.
The least flexibility exists for the community point, since it is the
loudest rating point level and has the lowest required noise level. The
effect of approach noise is also evident from Table VIII which is critical
to the application of approach power setting changes and/or operational
procedures.
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Figure 44 presents the effect of using high inlet Mach number as a means
of obtaining inlet suppression. The ordinate is the traded noise level
relative to FAR 36, and the abscissa is the suppression obtained from high
inlet Mach number. Suppression for an inlet wall treatment length equal to
one fan diameter is also applied in addition to the Mach number suppression.
A second scale is given on the abscissa to indicate the level of Mach number
required to obtain the indicated suppression. For the variable geometry
inlets, the inlet Mach number is assumed to be equal at all three rating
points; and, for the hybrid inlets, the Mach number is assumed equal at
takeoff and community, but no suppression is taken at approach beyond that
obtained from the wall treatment.
The baseline inlet, which has no suppression due to high Mach number
and meets FAR 36 -15, is shown on the extreme left of Figure 44. This
design was then altered, as shown previously on Figure 43, by letting the
approach noise increase and further reducing the take-off and community
noise levels. To achieve this level of suppression, an inlet Mach number
of 0.79 is required at takeoff and community as indicated by the triangle
on Figure 44. If a variable geometry inlet is utilized with high Mach sup-
pression at approach, then (remembering Figure 43) the required noise sup-
pression at takeoff and community is reduced and the Mach number is reduced.
This is indicated on Figure 44 at 0.72 Mach number. This is the inlet Mach
number required at all three of the rating points. The system benefit,
therefore, for a fully variable inlet is 0.72 inlet throat Mach number in-
stead of 0.79 for constant noise of FAR 36 -15.
The variable geometry inlet also was used to determine the effect of
increasing suppression at each of the three rating points. This is shown
by the two lines on Figure 44. As the inlet Mach number and suppression in-
crease, the benefit relative to FAR 36 becomes quite small since other noise
sources are becoming dominant. Initially, the fan exhaust noise is critical
and, if suppressed an additional 5 PNL, would result in a traded noise level
decrease of approximately 2 EPNL. This additional 5 PNL increase in aft sup-
pression would represent a difficult acoustic design problem. With core
noise and jet noise becoming increasingly significant, and fan exhaust noise
requiring major increases in suppression, this study indicates a level of
FAR 36 -18 to be the minimum recommended goal for the cycle selected in this
study.
Although the FAR 36 criterion is of prime importance at the present time,
the effect of inlet design on an exposure or noise footprint basis is also of
interest. Figure 45 shows the 90 EPNL contours for the baseline and hybrid
inlet designs. Relative to the unsuppressed configuration, both inlets result
in a significant reduction in exposure area. A reduction of approximately 90%
is attained in both cases. The hybrid design has a slightly lower exposure
even though the approach noise is higher by 6 PNL. The small reduction in
take-off and community noise more than compensates for the increase at approach
on an acreage basis. This is discussed further in a later section.
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EFFECT OF OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES AT APPROACH
At approach, there are available several aircraft operational procedures
that have an effect on the noise rating point level. These variations will
affect the noise levels or exposure area to a different degree for different
inlet designs. To determine these effects, various inlet configurations were
evaluated with the following:
1) Variation in approach power setting
2) Change in aircraft approach glide slope
3) Use of thrust spoilers
The change in approach EPNL with engine power setting is shown in Figure
46 for both the hybrid and baseline inlet configurations. Noise levels pre-
sented previously had assumed an approach power setting of 26% take-off
thrust as shown in Figure 46. For lower power settings, the approach noise
will decrease for the hybrid and baseline inlets since the only suppression
mechanism assumed is treatment suppression. The FAR 36 levels will not
change appreciably, since the other noise levels (take-off and community)
will become limiting. As power setting increases, there is a limit of 93
EPNL which cannot be exceeded if the total system is to meet FAR 36 -15.
The baseline inlet may increase to 37% take-off thrust with the same sup-
pression, while the hybrid inlet can only increase to 30%. Also shown in
Figure 46 is the effect of combining added treatment with increasing thrust.
Comparison of the 15 PNL and 20 PNL suppression lines shows the very small
effectiveness of 'increased inlet suppression. Thus, increasing thrust at
constant noise would require extensive additional treatment for small in-
creases in thrust.
If a variable geometry inlet is used at approach, changes in power set-
ting will result in changes in airflow, inlet throat Mach number, and cor-
responding suppression. .Figure 47 shows the effect of changing approach
thrust for this type of inlet. The design point thrust was set at 26% for
two inlet Mach number designs, 0.72 and 0.85. Also shown is the hybrid
inlet which has the same acoustic treatment as the other inlets. As thrust
decreases, the noise of the variable geometry inlets begins to approach that
of the hybrid inlets since all of them are providing only suppression from
acoustic treatment. Thus, the advantage of the variable geometry is lost.
At higher power settings the two variable geometry inlets reach a suppression
level of -20 PNL which represents the point at which additional suppression
is not effective. This results in an overall approach noise increase, even
though the inlet suppression is increasing.
Thrust spoiling may also be used at approach as a means of keeping in-
creased engine speed for quick response while holding the approach thrust at
a low level. Figure 48 shows the approach noise levels for the baseline and
hybrid inlets at an engine power setting of 50% with thrust spoiled to a net
value of 26%, as compared to an equal approach net thrust without thrust
spoiling. Both inlets with thrust spoiling exceed the maximum allowable
EPNL value of 93.
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The change relative to FAR 36 would be from FAR 36 -15 to FAR 36-9
for the baseline inlet and from FAR 36 -15 to FAR 36 -6 for the hybrid
inlet. Both the jet and spoiler noise sources are contributing to the
overall level, since the jet noise alone increases approximately 21 PNL.
The fan inlet and fan exhaust noises, however, are of equal value to the
jet noise since the engine tip speed and pressure ratio have increased in
accordance with the engine power setting change from 26% thrust to 50%
thrust.
In addition to the FAR approach rating point noise level, community
exposure may be affected by aircraft approach operating procedures. Two
methods which may be used to evaluate exposure area are:
1) Maintain constant total exposure area but balance the take-off
and approach contributions.
2) Decrease the approach area by varying thrust and approach
glide-path angle.
The potential change in approach noise with the first method is demon-
strated in Figure 49. Approach exposure area is approximately 1/12 of the
take-off area for an exposure level of 90 EPNL and a noise level at approach
and takeoff of 90 EPNL. This large difference is due to the approach noise
being evaluated with an aircraft altitude of only 370 feet (113 m), as com-
pared to a take-off community altitude of 1300 feet (396 m). Since both
points have the same noise criteria on the ground, the approach source noise
must be lower to compensate for being closer. By decreasing the noise at
takeoff, a decrease in area is obtained which, if balanced by a corresponding
increase in area at approach, would allow an appreciable change in approach
noise. This increased approach noise could be used to allow higher approach
power settings or to decrease the suppression requirements. The latter bene-
fit is shown in Figure 50. This curve shows the increase in approach noise
versus the decrease in take-off noise which holds the 90 EPNL area constant.
Small changes in take-off noise allow large increases in approach noise. For
the hybrid inlet, which was designed with a 0.79 inlet Mach number at takeoff
and a treated length of one fan diameter (L/D = 1.0), the inlet length was
decreased 23% to L/D = 0.77 as a result of the higher approach noise and cor-
responding lower suppression. To attain the decreased take-off noise, the
inlet Mach number must be increased from 0.79 to. 0.85. Although the FAR 36
-15 level is not met due to the higher approach noise levels, the total ex-
posure area Ls constant and there has been a significant decrease in inlet
length which may result overall in an improved system.
The second method of evaluating exposure area is to decrease the approach
area by changing the glide-slope angle, thereby yielding a benefit in reduction
in the total area. As shown in Figure 51, the available change in approach
area is small. To obtain decreased exposure, the approach glide path was
changed from 3° and 26% thrust to a two-segment method consisting of a 6° slope
at 10% thrust down to an altitude of 400 ft. (122 m) then a final 3°, 26%
thrust segment. Since the approach noise level at an altitude of 370 feet
(113 m) is in the 90 EPNL range, there would be little or no change in a 90
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EPNL contour between the two different approach paths. For this reason, an
80 EPNL contour was used to show the area change due to the operational pro-
cedures. Figure 51 shows the result of changing the Approach path as de-
scribed for both the hybrid and baseline inlets. The effect expressed in
percent is about the same for both inlets, but the absolute decrease in area
is greater for the hybrid inlet because the reference area is larger. As
discussed previously, the 90 EPNL contour is small for both inlets and is
located primarily in the region after the transition from a 6° to a 3° glide
slope. These data indicate that evaluation of operational procedures and
their benefits acoustically are dependent upon the initial noise level.
Configurations with high noise levels will show very significant changes in
area due to operational procedures, while low noise configurations will
show little or no value at levels comparable to FAR 36 -15.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
• A hybrid variable geometry inlet with a throat Mach number of 0.79
at takeoff and community can attain FAR 36 -15 for the ATT No. 3
cycle.
• FAR 36 -20 tends to be beyond that possible for the ATT No. 3 cycle
with FAR 36 -18 being a more reasonable limit. The required level
of suppression would involve an extensive noise evaluation program
due to the many potential noise floors that may be encountered.
• Both the baseline two-splitter and hybrid inlet configurations
result in an 87% reduction of the 90 EPNL contour from the unsup-
pressed configurations.
• Approach thrust is limited to approximately 30% to 35% to attain
FAR 36 -15 with the baseline and hybrid inlet configurations.
• The benefit of variable geometry at approach is sensitive to
change in approach power setting.
• Trading increased approach exposure area with take-off area can
result in significant reductions in inlet treatment length
requirements.
• Operational procedures at approach which change glide-path angle
and thrust are more effective for high noise configurations. Low
noise configurations (FAR 36 -15) will be effective for the 80
EPNL contour but show no change for the 90 EPNL contour.
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EVALUATION OF RESULTS
The weight, performance (both internal and external effects), and
relative cost of the various inlet concepts were evaluated by simplified
but consistent procedures suitable for a comparative study of this type.
The results are shown in Table IX in which the dimensional characteristics
are shown at the top and the changes in nacelle drag (expressed as percent
of thrust level), inlet and exhaust pressure losses, weight, and price are
shown below using the fixed aerodynamic baseline inlet as a reference case.
Also shown are the mission merit results discussed below. Note these are
inlet-related effects only and do not include what may be necessary in the
exhaust to achieve a given engine noise level. These penalties are sum-
marized in Table X.
The mission trade factors shown in Table XI were updated from those
presented in Reference 1. These were then applied to the various inlets
considered in this report. Figure 52 summarizes the merit of the various
FAR 36 -15 inlets in terms of TOGW using the fixed-geometry, two-splitter
inlet as a base. The contributions of inlet losses at both cruise and
takeoff, nacelle drag, and weight are shown by the cross-hatched bars; the
combined effect is shown by solid bars. Figure 53 then summarizes the
changes in TOGW, DOC, and ROI for these same inlets. The only cases with
an appreciable advantage are the two hinged-lip inlets. As discussed earlier,
they also happen to be the least undesirable of any of the variable geometry
concepts. The expandable plug and retractable vane also show a moderate
improvement over the splitter inlet but are less desirable mechanically.
Table XII summarizes the overall impact of reducing noise from that of
the untreated aerodynamic baseline including whatever is required in the
exhaust to achieve the stated noise level. Note there.are some refine-
ments that would be applied, since the high Mach inlet that uses high Mach
at approach needs to make more use of the two-position nozzle than do the
other cases.
The hybrid hinged-lip inlet (high Mach not used at approach) is believed
to be the best alternate to the multiple splitter inlet design for noise
levels in the FAR 36 -15 range. In addition to having the lowest economic
penalty of the inlets studied, it is believed to have lower aerodynamic risk
than other variable geometry approaches; it is simpler; mechanically, it
makes the engine accessible for maintenance; it does not result in wakes
that might affect aft noise; anti-icing is not difficult; and, it does not
represent anything unusual from the foreign object damage standpoint. It
still has the control and operational complexity of a variable geometry
inlet, but the consequences of failure are believed to be less than other
types with greater area variation, particularly since most failures will be
to the open position.
The use of a variable-geometry, high-Mach inlet will require control
features added to the engine with appropriate consideration given to opera-
tional factors. A preliminary review of this area was made, and the main
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Table X. Exhaust System Penalties..
Fan Exhaust Suppression
A P/P, %
A Weight, Ibs.
kg
A Price, $1000
Variable Exhaust Nozzle
A P/P, %
A Weight, Ibs.
kg
A Price, $1000
Merit Factors
A TOGW, %
A DOC, %
A ROI, %
Baseline
Inlet
Base
Base
Base
FAR 36 -10
Inlet
0.4
50
22.7
0
0
0
FAR 36 -15 Cases
0.7
520
236
22
0.13
390
177
39
0.4
0.4
0.3
2.4
2.5
-1.8
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Table XI. Mission Trade Factors for 0.90 Mach Number Aircraft.
Effect Upon
Change
+ 1% Installed SFC
+500 Ib. (227 kg) weight per engine
+$10,000 basic engine price
+$10,000 reverser price
+$10,000 other installation
TOGW
+ 0.75
+ 0.96
___
DOC
+ 0.73
+ 0.61
+ 0.14
+0.08
+ 0.07
ROlCD
-0.46
-0.39
-0.12
-0.09
-0.09
Note: All engines scaled to a cruise thrust of 8,700 Ibs (38.7 kN)
at 40,000 ft. (12.2 km), Mach 0.90 (study engine size).
Trade factors assume aircraft and engine resized to hold
payload and range.
(1) ROI - A \% change in ROI represents an absolute change as from
25% to 26%.
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points are summarized in Tables XIII and XIV. Table XIII indicates the major
requirement of the control of a variable-geometry, high-Mach inlet. Of par-
ticular importance is the necessity of avoiding large thrust losses due to
failure of control or variable geometry system. There are several possible
methods of arranging the control, but the most straightforward is to have the
pilot select the low noise mode and then have the control maintain the
desired level of throat Mach number. A direct variation of inlet area, or
a variation of flow by means of the variable jet nozzle, are options for
doing this. The significant operational factors of a variable geometry inlet
and its control are summarized in Table XIV. Design and development effort .
will be required to take these things into account.
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Table XIII. Variable Geometry Inlet Control Considerations.
Requirements
• Provide automatic scheduling of variable geometry inlet to
maintain selected inlet throat Mach number when in noise
abatement mode.
• Must avoid inlet choking to prevent large thrust loss.
• Must be fail-safe so that nearly full thrust can be obtained
at important conditions.
• Must protect engine - avoid stalling fan.
Sequence of Events
• Pilot selects low noise mode
• Power lever angle (NF//1)) schedules nominal variable geometry
position (inlet and exhaust)
• Closed loop control modulates areas to maintain desired inlet
reference Mach no.
Possible Options for Trimming
• Inlet area
• Exhaust nozzle area (subject to jet noise situation)
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Table XIV. Control System Operational Considerations.
Requirement
1) Pilot override
2) Switch over from cruise
mode to low noise mode safe
from any power setting at
any time
3) Transient control override
4) Take-off abort accommodation
5) Multiple sensors
6) Multiple or backup schedule
Reason
To prevent massive thrust loss if
control fails with inlet area in
minimum position.
Inadvertent pilot selection of low
noise mode from cruise mode.
Inlet capability and engine demand
must be matched during all transient
operations (wave-off in particular).
Must prevent inlet area closure with
throttle retard to reverse thrust
position.
Required to provide valid throat Mach
number reference within allowable
cross-wind and inlet distortion limits.
Loss of sensing signal cannot drive
inlet closed.
1)
Control Dynamics Considerations
Inlet Mach number level
2) System response/stability
3) Interaction with engine
during transients
Must be studied with complete engine
dynamic model to find best solution
and establish limits.
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CONCLUSIONS
GEOMETRY ASPECTS
NOISE
The magnitude of inlet throat area change has a pronounced effect on
all variable geometry inlet concepts, but variable cowl concepts tend
to be less affected.
If a high throat Mach number design is used at approach power (26%
take-off thrust), a variable exhaust nozzle (to increase fan flow
and thereby minimize inlet throat area variation) is required to make
most concepts practical.
Inlets with variable cowl systems tend to be shorter than variable
centerbody configurations. Variable cowl inlets have about the same
length as a massive suppression inlet for the same noise.
Variable centerbody systems generally lead to an increase in nacelle
diameter in addition to being longer.
Variable vane blockage concepts tend to be high-loss systems
especially at takeoff and approach.
The best inlet configuration that meets the specified noise objective
(15 EPNdB below FAR 36 on a traded basis) relies on a combination of
wall treatment and high inlet throat Mach number (<0.8) for inlet
noise suppression at the take-off sideline and over the community
[3.5 nautical mile point (6.5Km)], and only on wall treatment to sup-
press inlet noise at approach (hybrid inlet).
The most attractive variable geometry concept evaluated in this
study is a variable cowl configuration with a fixed external cowl
and a variable internal surface (denoted "hinged lip").
In conjunction with a variable exhaust nozzle, the hybrid inlet re-
quires only a 10% smaller inlet throat area than the cruise design
value. Without a variable exhaust nozzle, a 20% inlet throat area
variation is required to maintain the desired inlet throat Mach
number of 0.79.
All variable geometry inlets considered can meet the noise objective
(FAR 36 -15) with a combination of inlet wall treatment and high Mach
suppression with an inlet throat Mach number of less than 0.8.
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• Variable geometry inlets, designed for high Mach suppression at
approach power (34% throat area variation) as well as at takeoff,
can achieve FAR 36 -16 with the same throat Mach number (0.79)
as the recommended hybrid configuration or the same noise (FAR 36
-15) with a lower throat Mach number (0.72).
• Based on the host airplane requirements at the FAR noise measuring
stations and especially over the community (1300 ft/396 m, 80%
take-off thrust) a variable exhaust nozzle is required to reduce
jet noise to meet FAR 36 -15 (all configurations) for the cycle
studied. With a fixed exhaust nozzle, approximately 13.5 EPNdB
below FAR 36 can be obtained on a traded basis..
• The maximum noise reduction potential of variable geometry inlets
is limited by the maximum throat Mach number judged to be practical
and realistic (i.e., yields a reliable and safe system). This value
is not now known and will have to be established experimentally for
a specific inlet geometry.
• If a Mach number of 0.85 were found to be acceptable, and used at
approach as well as at high power settings, a noise level of approxi-
mately 18 EPNdB below FAR 36 could be achieved with additional fan
exhaust noise suppression of about 5 dB.
• Operational procedures at approach, which allow flight idle thrust
(10% take-off thrust) to be used on a 6° to 3° two-segment approach
with a 400 foot (122 m) altitude intercept, decrease the 80 EPNdB
noise footprint area by- approximately 50%. Because the 90 EPNdB
noise contour is so small for an aircraft that meets FAR 36 -15,
it remains essentially unchanged with this procedure.
• The effect of in-flight thrust spoiling (which would allow the engine
power setting to be higher at approach and, therefore, would permit
a significant improvement in thrust response) results in very large
increases in noise at approach.
ECONOMIC ASPECTS
• Several of the variable geometry inlet concepts studied are competi-
tive with the fixed geometry acoustic baseline inlet with multiple
splitters. However, except for the variable-cowl/hinged-lip con-
figuration, all were judged unattractive on the basis of mechanical
complexity, risk, reliability, and safety aspects.
• The mission performance penalties for the best variable geometry
inlet configuration identified (hybrid inlet) are smaller than the
penalties obtained for a fixed-geometry inlet with multiple splitters
that meets the noise objective (FAR 36 -15). The hybrid inlet yields
about 2% lower take-off gross weight, 1.8% lower DOC, and 1.2% higher
ROI relative to the fixed geometry acoustic baseline inlet. These
gains must be balanced against the increased complexity and risk that
is inherently introduced with any variable geometry element, no matter
how well implemented, and compared with the liabilities of an inlet
with multiple splitters.
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• It must be emphasized that the economic penalties associated with a
noise level of FAR 36 -15 EPNdB compared to the FAR 36 -10 EPNdB
(advanced technology baseline) are nevertheless quite high: 3.2%
higher DOC for the hybrid inlet, compared to a 5% increase in DOC
for the fixed geometry acoustic baseline inlet.
• A variable exhaust nozzle capable of a 15% to 25% area variation
results in substantial penalties compared to the advanced technology
baseline (FAR 36 -10): 0.9% increase in TOGW, 1.1% increase in DOC
and 0.8% lower ROI.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Results of this exploratory study indicate that the variable cowl
hybrid inlet configuration is worthy of further consideration when engines
require multiple inlet splitters to meet a given noise objective. Additional
effort is particularly indicated in the following areas:
1) Studies to explore the dynamics of the inlet/engine system, to
establish the inlet control;system requirements and the system
limitations based on realistic variations in the indicated inlet
throat Mach number and tolerances of the position feedback
control.
2) More extensive mechanical design studies.
3) Aero/acoustic tests with a specific inlet design to establish inlet
noise suppression as a function of Mach number up to the limiting
value as defined by satisfactory inlet recovery and fan performance.
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APPENDIX
SYMBOL LIST
/
ATT - Advanced Technology Transport
Ag - Core Engine Jet Nozzle Area
C-D - Convergent-Divergent
Dmax - Maximum Inlet Diameter
dB - Decibels
DOC - Direct Operating Cost
ADOC - Change in Direct Operating Cost
EPNdB - Effective Perceived Noise, decibels
EPNL - Effective Perceived Noise Level, Measured in EPNdB
FAR 36 - Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 36
ID - Inside Diameter
L - Inlet Length
L/Dp — Inlet Length divided by Fan Diameter
MDOF - Multiple Degrees of Freedom
OD - Outside Diameter
PNdB - Perceived Noise, decibels
PNL - Perceived Noise Level, measured in PNdB
RHL ~ Inlet Highlight. Radius
Rhub ~ Fan Hub Radius
~ Maximum Inlet Radius
- Inlet Thrust Radius
ROI - Return on Investment
AROI - Change in Return on Investment
sfc - Specific Fuel Consumption
TOGW - Take-off Gross Weight
VG - Variable Geometry
X - Distance from Inlet Highlight to Inlet Maximum Diameter
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